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Abstract

Personalized response selection systems are001
generally grounded on persona. However,002
there exists a co-relation between persona and003
empathy which is not explored well in these004
systems. Also, faithfulness to the conversation005
context plunges when a contradictory or an off-006
topic response is selected. This paper makes007
an attempt to address these issues by propos-008
ing a suite of fusion strategies that captures the009
interaction between persona, emotion, and en-010
tailment information of the utterances. Abla-011
tion studies were done on Persona-Chat012
dataset show that incorporating emotion, en-013
tailment improves the accuracy of response014
selection. We combine our fusion strategies015
and concept-flow encoding to train a BERT016
based model which outperforms the previous017
methods by margins larger than 2.3% on orig-018
inal personas and 1.9% on revised personas019
in terms of hits@1 (top-1 accuracy), achiev-020
ing a new state-of-the-art performance on the021
Persona-Chat dataset.022

1 Introduction023

Currently, most response selection systems tend to024

perform well in most of the cases (Gu et al., 2021a;025

Zhang et al., 2021b; Gu et al., 2019a, 2020a). On026

the contrary, these re-ranking systems have poor ca-027

pability to detect and evade contradictory responses.028

Often candidate responses directly contradict any029

of the previous utterances, and any form of contra-030

diction disrupts the flow of conversation. Several ef-031

forts have been made to incorporate persona while032

selecting(Gu et al., 2021b; Zhang et al., 2021a) or033

generating (Wu et al., 2021) responses. On the034

other hand, persona is directly correlated with per-035

sonality (Leary and Allen, 2011), which in turn036

influences empathy (Richendoller and Weaver III,037

1994). (Zhong et al., 2020) presented a multi-038

domain dataset collected from several empathetic039

Reddit threads contributing towards persona-based040

empathetic conversations. However, no work is041

done to study the emotion-persona interplay in data 042

which is presented in a more natural form. Figure 043

1 depicts situational emotion can sometime super- 044

sede persona to influence response selection. On 045

the contrary, different personality traits are related 046

to emotion regulation difficulties (Pollock et al., 047

2016). Due to which a person’s expected emotion 048

can deviate based on his persona. In addition to 049

that, we also observe concepts that are actively dis- 050

cussed in a conversational flow play an important 051

role, and not much effort is made to incorporate 052

this in response selection. 053

Figure 1: For this conversation the selected candi-
date response directly contradicts the context. Also,
the bot’s persona is influencing the response selection,
while the situational emotions and concepts gets ig-
nored. The underlines phrases/words denotes the con-
cepts.

Model Emotion Inappropriate(%) Contradictory(%) Off-topic(%)

BERT-CRA 7.35 11.88 12.3

Table 1: Statistics of issues reported in the test split
of Persona-Chat inferred by BERT-CRA (Gu et al.,
2021b) 1

1Insights drawn from human evaluation done on 500 ran-
domly selected data-points from self-persona original and
partner-persona original sets of Persona-Chat
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The significance of these problem can be in-054

ferred from Table 1. So, to increase the usabil-055

ity of the personalized response selection systems,056

all these fundamental problems need to be ad-057

dressed. In order to model emotion-persona inter-058

action, context-response entailment, and concept-059

flow we automatically annotate Persona-Chat060

(Zhang et al., 2018) data set using a series of classi-061

fiers and rule-based modules. To compare the abil-062

ity of annotated features to enhance the emotion-063

persona interaction, contradiction avoidance, and064

to adhere to the concept-flow, we perform pre-065

liminary experiments by devising independent en-066

coders based on BERT. Our baseline model extends067

BERT-CRA (Gu et al., 2021b) where we introduce068

an additional bot-encoder to better represent the069

bot-utterances. Subsequently, we propose three fu-070

sion strategies, emotion-aware(EmA), entailment-071

aware(EnA), persona-entailment-aware(P-EmA).072

These fusion strategies are designed based on073

emotion-persona interaction or persona-entailment074

information. Along with these fusion strategies we075

propose a concept-flow encoding technique that076

matches relevant concepts from the context and077

candidate responses.078

We test our proposed methods on the079

Persona-Chat dataset with our automatic080

annotation. The results show that a model trained081

on a combination of our proposed fusion strategies082

outperforms the current state-of-the-art model by a083

margin of 2.3% in terms of top-1 accuracy hits@1.084

In summary, the contributions of this pa-085

per are three-fold. (1)Automatically annotate086

Persona-Chat dataset, with utterance level087

emotion, entailment, and concept information to088

provide extra supervision. (2) A suite of fusion089

strategies and a concept-flow encoder which are090

designed and implemented into a series of models,091

aiming to explore the impact of emotion, entail-092

ment, and concept-flow in the task of response093

selection. (3) Experimental results demonstrate094

that our proposed models outperform the existing095

state-of-the-art models by significant margins on096

the widely used Persona-Chat response selec-097

tion benchmark.098

2 Related Works099

2.1 Personalized Response Selection100

Chit-chat models suffer from a lack of a consistent101

personality as they are typically trained over many102

dialogues, each with different speakers, and a lack103

of explicit long-term memory as they are typically 104

trained to produce an utterance given only a very 105

recent dialogue history. (Li et al., 2016) proposed 106

a persona-based neural conversation model to cap- 107

ture individual characteristics such as background 108

information and speaking style. (Zhang et al., 109

2018) has constructed Persona-Chat dataset 110

to build personalized dialog systems, this is by 111

far the largest public dataset containing million- 112

turn dialog conditioned on persona. Many bench- 113

marks have been established for this dataset, for 114

example, (Mazaré et al., 2018) proposed the fine- 115

tuned Persona-Chat (FT-PC) model which first pre- 116

trained models using a large-scale corpus based on 117

Reddit to extract valuable dialogues conditioned 118

on personas, and then fine-tuned these pre-trained 119

models on the Persona-Chat dataset. (Wolf 120

et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020) also employed the 121

pre-trained language model(GPT) for building per- 122

sonalized dialogue agents. (Gu et al., 2020c) pro- 123

posed filtering before iteratively referring (FIRE) 124

to ground the conversation on the given knowl- 125

edge and then perform the deep and iterative match- 126

ing. (Gu et al., 2021b) explored a new direction 127

by proposing four persona fusion strategies and 128

thereby incorporating partner persona in response 129

selection. 130

2.2 Faithfulness to Context 131

Faithfulness in conversational systems to conversa- 132

tion context or knowledge is a very broad topic that 133

can range from decreasing fact hallucination(Chen 134

et al., 2021), reducing contradictory responses, 135

staying on topic, etc. (Rashkin et al., 2021) has 136

used additional inputs to act as stylistic controls 137

that encourage the model to generate responses that 138

are faithful to a provided evidence or knowledge. 139

However, no one has studied the level of faithful- 140

ness the current personalized response selection 141

systems exhibit with respect to the conversation 142

history. Thus, this paper attempts to thoroughly 143

explore the impact of utilizing utterance level emo- 144

tions, entailment, and concepts on the performance 145

of personalized response selection. 146

3 Dataset 147

In this work, we extend Persona-Chat (Zhang 148

et al., 2018) and augment it with a series of an- 149

notators. The dataset consists of 8939 complete 150

dialogues for training, 1000 for validation, and 968 151

for testing. Responses are selected at every turn of 152
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a conversation sequence, which results in 65719153

context-responses pairs for training, 7801 for vali-154

dation, and 7512 for testing in total. The positive155

and negative responses ratio is 1:19 in the training,156

validation, and testing sets. There are 955 possi-157

ble personas for training, 100 for validation, and158

100 for testing, each consisting of 3 to 5 profile159

sentences. To make this task more challenging, a160

revised version of persona descriptions is also pro-161

vided by rephrasing, generalizing, or specializing162

the original ones.163

4 Automatic Dataset Annotation164

We have annotated the Persona-Chat with the165

help of a series of automatic annotation schemes.166

Since we are studying the effect of emotions in167

personalized response selection, we assign emo-168

tion labels to the personas, context-utterances, and169

candidate responses using an emotion classifier. To170

incorporate the entailment information while se-171

lecting responses, personas and utterances were172

annotated using an entailment classifier. Finally, to173

match meaningful concepts appearing in the con-174

text and response we follow a multi-layer keyword175

mining strategy.176

4.1 Emotion177

We trained an emotion classifier on GoEmotions178

dataset (Demszky et al., 2020). This dataset con-179

tains 58k English Reddit comments, labeled for180

27 emotion categories or Neutral. We fine-tuned181

RoBERTa using this dataset. We saved the check-182

point with the best Macro F1 of 49.4% and used183

this for annotating each utterance. Since the perfor-184

mance of emotion classifier is not that significant,185

we only consider the labels which can be predicted186

with more than 90% confidence.187

4.2 Entailment188

For entailment annotation, we have used an en-189

semble of two models. The first one is an off-the-190

self RoBERTa based model trained on Stanford191

Natural Language Inference (SNLI) corpus (Mac-192

Cartney and Manning, 2008) released by AllenAI2.193

Second model is also a RoBERTa based model194

fine-tuned on a recently released NLI dataset, DE-195

CODE (Nie et al., 2020). During inference, we196

take a weighted average of both the probabilities197

from the two models. The second model is given a198

2https://github.com/allenai/allennlp-models

higher preference with 80% weightage to its proba- 199

bilities. The entailment label is assigned to every 200

persona-response and utterance-response pair. 201

4.3 Concept Mining 202

We mine keywords and key phrases from the per- 203

sona sentences, utterances, and responses denoted 204

as {pki}
Npk
i=1 , {uki}

Nuk
i=1 , {rki}

Nrk
i=1 respectively. We 205

follow the techniques proposed in (Tang et al., 206

2019) to extract the first level of keywords. Sub- 207

sequently, we expand the concepts lists by ex- 208

tracting key phrases using the RAKE (Rose et al., 209

2010). We hypothesize that concepts appearing 210

in responses should be adhering to the speaker’s 211

persona. So, we prune some of the response/ 212

context keywords by calculating the average of 213

Point-wise Mutual Information score between per- 214

sona keywords and response/ context keywords 215∑Npk
j=1 PMI(pkj , rki)/Npk and rejecting the con- 216

cepts which are below a threshold value(λ). Simi- 217

larly, for response/ concept key-phrases extracted 218

using RAKE, we keep only keep top N key- 219

phrases. Finally, for we combine the persona key- 220

words and context keywords and treat them as con- 221

text keywords. 222

5 Methodology 223

5.1 Problem Definition 224

Given a data-set D = {(Ci, uci, pi, ri, rci, yi)}Ni=1 225

is a set of N tuples consisting context Ci, the per- 226

sona of the speaker or the partner pi, response to the 227

context ri, and the ground truth yi. Set of concepts 228

appearing in context and a response is denoted 229

by uci and rci respectively. The context can be 230

represented as Ci = {(Uj , Emoj , Entailj)}Lj=1 231

where Uj is an utterance, Emoj is the dom- 232

inant emotion present in Uj and Entailj is 233

the entailment label of Uj with respect to 234

ri and. The jth utterance Uj is denoted by 235

Uj = {u1j, u2j, ..., uMj} which consists of M 236

tokens. Each response ri contains single utterance, 237

yi ∈ {0, 1}, Emoj ∈ {0, 1, ...P} , and Entailj ∈ 238

{ entailment,neutral,contradiction} where 239

P are the total number of emotion types pos- 240

sible in the D. The task is to train a matching 241

model for D, g(C, uc, p, rc, r). Given a triple of 242

context-persona-response the goal of the matching 243

model g(C, uc, p, rc, r) is to calculate the degree 244

of match between (C, uc, p) and (rc, r). 245
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5.2 Bot Context Encoding246

When two users are communicating with each247

other, often many topics are discussed in paral-248

lel and sometimes many utterances might not be249

relevant for response selection. To account for the250

model to be aware of the speaker change infor-251

mation, (Gu et al., 2020b) introduced a speaker252

disentanglement strategy in form of speaker em-253

beddings fused with the original token embeddings.254

Though this technique has proven to improve re-255

sponse selection performance (Gu et al., 2020b; Su256

et al., 2021), however, the problem of maximum257

length of positional embeddings still exists. To258

circumvent this, we have created bot-context en-259

coding, which captures the representation of the260

bot’s turns in the context while ignoring the user’s261

turns. The assumption here is, the bot’s turns will262

be most useful in selecting the relevant response.263

The input sequence that is sent to BERT to encode264

bot context is composed as follows:265

xsi = [CLS]u2[EOU ]u4[EOU ]...un−1[EOU ][SEP ]ri[EOU ]
(1)266

Where u1, u3, ...un are bot’s utterances in the267

context, [EOU ] is a special token denoting the end268

of utterance.269

The resultant tokens xsi are passed through270

bert-base-uncased, the last hidden states of271

k layers i.e. {h(l)
s,h

(l)
s, ..h

(l)
sT }, for l = 1, 2, ..k272

are used in downstream tasks.273

5.3 Fusion Strategies274

To model the inter-dependencies of the persona,275

emotion and entailment information we use sev-276

eral fusion strategies. We use BERT (Devlin et al.,277

2019) as our base sentence encoder. Similar to278

the Bi-encoder (Humeau et al., 2020) we concate-279

nate context utterances as a single context sentence280

before passing it into BERT.281

5.3.1 Baseline Pipeline282

For the baseline, we have extended BERT-CRA283

(Gu et al., 2021b) where persona and context are284

concatenated to form sequence A and response285

form sequence B. Then these two sequences are286

concatenated using [SEP ] token. We made two287

changes to this model, firstly, we have added288

speaker embeddings along with the original token289

representation. Secondly, we fuse bot-context en-290

coding as described in the previous section with291

BERT-CRA encoding by doing multi-headed atten-292

tion between the hidden representation of last k293

layers of both encoder. Token arrangement is as 294

follows: 295

xCRAi = [CLS]p1p2...pi[EOP ]u1[EOU ] 296

...ui[EOU ][SEP ]ri[EOU ] (2) 297

298

Where p1p2...pi are the personalities of the 299

speaker, [EOP ] token denotes end of personal- 300

ity representation, u1, u2, ..ui are the utterances 301

in the context. The resultant tokens xCRAi are 302

passed through bert-base-uncased, the hid- 303

den states of last k layers i.e. {h(l)
c,h

(l)
c, ..h

(l)
cT }, 304

for l = 1, 2, ..k are used in downstream tasks. 305

Interaction Layer : Since we are using a multi- 306

encoder pipeline, it is important to capture the 307

interaction between the encoders. For that, we 308

use multi-head attention between hidden states of 309

speaker context encoder and BERT-CRA. For ease 310

of presentation, we denote the whole multi-headed 311

attention layer as fmha(∗, ∗). Then these attention 312

outputs are passed through an aggregation layer 313

which basically concatenates then passes it through 314

a 2 layer feed forward network and finally mean 315

pools across all the layers to get hd. The output is 316

passed through a MLP to get the matching degree 317

with the response. 318

{h̃(l)
s , h̃

(l)
s , ..h̃

(l)
sT } = fmha({h(l)

s ,h
(l)
s , ..h

(l)
sT }, 319

{h(l)
c ,h

(l)
c , ..h

(l)
cT }) (3) 320

{h̃(l)
c , h̃

(l)
c , ..h̃

(l)
cT } = fmha({h(l)

c ,h
(l)
c , ..h

(l)
cT }, 321

{h(l)
s ,h

(l)
s , ..h

(l)
sT }) (4) 322

hd = MeanPool({FFN([{h̃(l)
s , h̃

(l)
s , ..h̃

(l)
sT }; 323

{h̃(l)
c , h̃

(l)
c , ..h̃

(l)
cT }])}

k
l=0) (5) 324

325

Figure 2: Interaction Layer

Loss Function: The MLP layer predicts 326

whether a context-persona (C, p) pair matches with 327

the corresponding response r based on the derived 328

features. Subsequently, the output from MLP layer 329

is passed through a softmax output layer to return 330

a probability distribution over all response candi- 331

dates. All the models described in this paper are 332
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learnt using MLP cross-entropy loss. Let Θ be the333

model parameters then the loss function L(D,Θ)334

for all the models can be formulated as follows:335

L(D,Θ) = −
∑

(C,p,r,y))εD

ylog(g(C, p, r)) (6)336

337

5.3.2 BERT-EmA Emotion Aware Fusion:338

In this strategy, an emotion incorporation frame-339

work is introduced. Similar to BERT-CRA a dual340

pipeline matching network is followed. The first341

pipeline encodes the emotional and personality342

characteristics of both the speaker and listener343

in the context. While the other encodes the bot-344

context as described in section 5.2.345

To incorporate emotion features in the BERT346

contextual representation, we attach the most prob-347

able emotion tag to each of the utterances. The348

emotion-infused context representation is then con-349

catenated with the original persona representation350

like as described in section 5.3.1. The main goal351

of representing the context in this way is to un-352

derstand the way the emotions of each utterance353

interact with the persona of the speaker. The input354

to emotion encoder is as follows:355

xEmAi = [CLS]p1p2...pi[EOP ][Emo1]u1[EOU ]356

...[Emoi]ui[EOU ][SEP ]ri[EOU ] (7)357

358

Similar to baseline, the hidden states of last k359

layers i.e. {h(l)
e,h

(l)
e, ..h

(l)
eT }, for l = 1, 2, ..k are360

used in downstream tasks.361

5.3.3 BERT-EnA-P : Entailment Aware362

Fusion363

In this fusion strategy, the intention is to model364

the entailment information about each of the ut-365

terances and personas with the response. Like366

BERT-EmA we follow a dual encoder pipeline, the367

first encodes the entailment features and the second368

encodes the bot-context. To incorporate entailment369

features into BERT contextual representation, we370

attach entailment tags i.e. <contradiction>,371

<entailment> and <neutral> at the start of372

every utterance and persona. The response is con-373

catenated with the context-entailment representa-374

tion with a [SEP ] token. The input to entailment375

encoder is as follows:376

xEmA−Pi = [CLS][Entailp1]p1...[EOP ] 377

[Entail1]u1[EOU ] 378

[Entail2]u2[EOU ] 379

...[Entaili]ui[EOU ] 380

[SEP ]ri[EOU ] (8) 381

382

The hidden states of last k layers i.e. 383

{h(l)
en,h

(l)
en, ..h

(l)
enT }, for l = 1, 2, ..k are used 384

in downstream tasks. 385

Finally we experiment with a combined pipeline as 386

depicted in Figure 3. 387

Figure 3: Dual encoder pipeline consisting of combina-
tion of all the encoding strategies

5.4 Concept-Flow(CF) Interaction 388

In the earlier section, we describe the process in 389

which we are extracting relevant concepts from the 390

context and the response. Often it is noticed that 391

a relevant response has concepts that are most re- 392

cently talked about in the context. So, to model that 393

we construct a concept-flow interaction network, 394

where the interaction between the context-concepts 395

and response-concepts are measured and used as a 396

feature in response relevance classification. 397

Let us consider {CC1, CC2, ..., CCn} 398

are concepts extracted from context and 399

{RC1, RC2, ..., RCn} are concepts extracted 400

from a response. Now, we pass each of these 401

concepts through a concept encoder fc to get two 402

sets of concept embeddings {ec, ec, ..., ecn}, 403

, eci ∈ Rdc and {rc, rc, ..., rcn} , rci ∈ Rdc 404

for context and response concepts respectively. 405

To learn the context flow representation for each 406

set of concepts, we apply a bi-directional GRU 407

network to capture sequential dependencies 408

between subsequent concepts in a conversational 409

situation. Context-concept and response-concept 410

representation hcc
i , hrc

i can be formulated as: 411
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ccci ,hcc
i =

←−→
GRU(eci,h

cc
i−) (9)412

crci ,hrc
i =

←−→
GRU(eri,h

rc
i−) (10)413

hcc = tanh(
∑

j∈∗Nl

Wjh
cc
j ) (11)414

hrc = tanh(
∑

j∈∗Nl

Wjh
rc
j ) (12)415

416

Where hcc
i ∈ R2dc , hrc

i ∈ R2dc are the i - the417

hidden states and ccci ∈ R2dc , crci ∈ R2dc are the418

outputs of the respective GRU encoders, Wj is a419

learn-able parameter andNl is the number of layers420

in each GRUs. To model the interaction between421

hcc
i and hrc

i we follow the same interaction mech-422

anism described in the earlier section. The output423

hconcept is concatenated with the dual encoder424

output hd before passing it through a MLP.425

Figure 4: Concept-flow interaction network, the output
of this network hconcept can be concatenated with any
of the BERT based dual encoder’s output(hd).

6 Experimental Setup426

6.1 Training Details427

The ratio of positive to negative samples in the428

training set is 1:19, so clearly there is a high im-429

balance in training data. Taking inspirations from430

(Gu et al., 2021b) we adopted a dynamic negative431

sampling strategy in which the ratio of positive and432

negative response is 1:1 in an epoch. For every433

epoch, we keep the positive response constant and434

change the negative response, which generates data435

for 19 epochs. We use bert-base-uncased436

as the base for each of our pretraining-based fu-437

sion models. In concept mining strategy we438

have taken top 3 concepts extracted using RAKE,439

λ for PMI based scoring was varied from 0.3440

to 0.8 with 0.1 step, 0.5 was found optimum.441

The number of turns in the conversation history442

used for concept mining varied following this set:443

{2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. We preserve the original param-444

eters of bert-base-uncased. The number of445

k-last layers in the interaction layer varied follow-446

ing this set: {3, 4, 5, 6}, after some initial experi-447

mentation 4 was found as the optimum value. The448

number of heads the multi-head attention layer was 449

kept 8. We use 6-layered version MiniLM(Wang 450

et al., 2020) to encode the concepts, the embedding 451

dimension was 384. The number of layers in the 452

bi-directional GRUs in the concept encoder is 2. 453

A dropout with a rate of 0.7 is applied to the con- 454

cept encoder hidden representation before we sent 455

it to the interaction layer. AdamW(Loshchilov and 456

Hutter, 2019) optimizer was used for optimization. 457

The initial learning rate was set to 2e-5 and linearly 458

decayed by L2 weight decay. The maximum se- 459

quence length was set to 320. The training batch 460

size was 12. The relevance prediction head used 461

a single feed-forward layer with sigmoid activa- 462

tion. All code was implemented in the PyTorch 463

framework. Also, we used 2 NVIDIA RTX A5000 464

GPUs to train the models. Average training time 465

for 1 epoch was 46 minutes using all our fusion 466

strategies and concept encoding. 467

6.2 Evaluation Metrics 468

To ensure results are comparable, we used the same 469

evaluation metrics as in the previous work. Each 470

model aimed to select the best-matched response 471

from available candidates for the given context and 472

persona. We calculated the recall of the true pos- 473

itive replies, denoted as hits@1. In addition, the 474

mean reciprocal rank (MRR) was also adopted to 475

take the rank of the correct response overall candi- 476

dates into consideration. 477

6.3 Comparison Methods 478

For comparison, we have only selected pretraining- 479

based models only. 480

• FT-PC (Mazaré et al., 2018): employed the 481

“pretrain and fine-tune” framework by first 482

pretraining on a domain-specific corpus, dia- 483

logues of which were extracted from Reddit, 484

and then fine-tuning on the Persona-Chat. 485

• TransferTransfo (Wolf et al., 2019): the pa- 486

per fine-tunes a transformer model(GPT) us- 487

ing Persona-Chat dataset on a multi-task 488

objective which combines several unsuper- 489

vised task. 490

• P 2 Bot (Liu et al., 2020): incorporates mu- 491

tual persona to increase quality of dialog gen- 492

eration. It was also initialized and pretrained 493

using GPT on Persona-Chat dataset. 494

• BERT-CRA (Gu et al., 2021b): This work 495

presents four context-aware persona fusion 496

strategies and the models are initialized and 497
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Model
Self Persona Partner Persona

Original Revised Original Revised

hits@1 MRR hits@1 MRR hits@1 MRR hits@1 MRR

FT-PC (Mazaré et al., 2018) - - 60.7 - - - - -
DIM (Gu et al., 2019b) 78.8 86.7 70.7 81.2 64.0 76.1 63.9 76.0
TransferTransfo (Wolf et al., 2019) 80.7 - - - - - - -
P2 Bot (Liu et al., 2020) 81.9 - 68.6 - - - - -
FIRE (Gu et al., 2020c) 81.6 - 74.8 - - - - -
BERT-CRA (Gu et al., 2021b) 84.3 90.3 79.4 86.9 71.2 80.9 71.8 81.5

BERT-EmA 84.6 90.9 79.8 87.7 71.4 81.2 71.4 81.6
BERT-P-EnA 85.3 91.2 80.5 87.9 71.7 81.3 71.3 81.4
BERT-EmA+BERT-P-EnA 85.8 91.4 80.7 88.0 72.3 81.5 71.7 81.5
BERT-EmA+BERT-P-EnA+CF (All) 86.6* 91.6* 81.3* 88.6* 72.6* 81.9* 72.4* 81.9*

Table 2: Performance of the proposed and previous methods on the Persona-Chat dataset under various persona
configurations. The meanings of “Self Persona", “Partner Persona", “Original", and “Revised" can be found in
Section 3. The results of P2 Bot was reported on the validation set. “-" denotes that the results were not reported in
their papers. Numbers marked with * denote that the improvement over the best performing baseline is statistically
significant (t-test with p-value < 0.05). Numbers in bold denote the combined fusion strategy that achieves the best
performance.

pretrained using BERT on Persona-Chat498

dataset.499

6.4 Experimental Results500

Table 2 the evaluation results of our proposed501

and previous methods on Persona-Chat under502

various persona configurations. Our BERT-based503

model implemented with all the fusion strategies504

and concept encoding achieves a new state-of-the-505

art performance. We can see that incorporating506

the emotion and entailment knowledge of the utter-507

ances coupled with generic distributional semantics508

and external knowledge learned from pretraining509

rendered improvements on both hits@1 and MRR510

conditioned on various personas. Compared to511

FT-PC (Mazaré et al., 2018) our best model outper-512

formed it by 20.4 % in terms of hits@1 conditioned513

emotion, entailment and concepts. Compared to514

TransferTransfo (Wolf et al., 2019) and P 2 Bot515

(Liu et al., 2020) which were also trained using pre-516

trained transformer models, our combined model517

outperformed them, which shows the effectiveness518

of fusion strategies and the concept-encoder. Lastly,519

our combined model outperformed the BERT-CRA520

(Gu et al., 2021b) in all the tasks. We see a 2.3 %521

and 1.9 % improvement in original and revised522

self-persona, and 1.4 % and 0.6 % improvement523

in original and revised partner-persona in terms of524

hits@1. The results bolster our hypothesis that525

emotion, entailment, and concepts play an impor-526

tant role in the task of response selection. Also, it527

is to be noted that Persona-Chat is a synthetic528

dataset, i.e. the data collection didn’t happen natu-529

rally. Therefore, the chances are that the user will530

display this nuanced inter-play of persona and emo- 531

tion is less. In addition to that, we observe the pres- 532

ence of contradictory distractor responses. Given 533

this information, we see by introducing entailment 534

aware fusion and concept encoding a significant 535

performance improvement. 536

6.5 Human Evaluation 537

Figure 5: Human evaluation results on
Persona-Chat self-persona original test split

Since a qualitative study by humans is necessary 538

to understand the effectiveness of the proposed 539

methods, we further perform human evaluation on 540

a portion of the data. We randomly sampled 100 in- 541

ferred examples from the test set by baseline model, 542

combined model, combined model except the emo- 543

tion, and combined model except the concept flow 544

interaction. We combined all the samples and eval- 545

uated them using Amazon Mechanical Turk by 2 546

different turkers on three metrics: emotion inap- 547

propriate, contradictory and off-topic. The turkers 548

needed to select if any of the three issues were 549

present in an example. The percentages of reported 550
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Models hits@1 MRR

Baseline 84.4 90.7
BERT-EmA(− Speaker Encoding) 84.5 90.8
BERT-EmA 84.6 90.9
BERT-EnA-P 85.3 91.2

Table 3: Ablation Study for Emotion and Entailment
on self original persona.

Figure 6: This graph shows how hit@1 reaches an opti-
mum value and then decreases with increase in number
of turns used to mine concepts.

issues by both the groups is shown in Figure 5. The551

results reveal that all of our encoding pipelines are552

quite effective in reducing contradictory responses553

and somewhat effective in reducing off-topic and554

emotion inappropriate responses. The agreement555

observed between the two groups was in the mod-556

erate range (Krippendorff’s α = 0.713).557

7 Analysis558

7.1 Ablation Study for Emotion and559

Entailment560

We perform ablation studies(shown in Table 3) to561

validate the effectiveness of emotion and entail-562

ment fusion in our proposed models. We see a very563

slight improvement in our baseline model that uses564

our proposed speaker embedding. Also, unsurpris-565

ingly effect of emotion is not that significant as566

the dataset is artificially created, but nonetheless567

some performance improvement is observed. Con-568

ditioning persona in entailment fusion improves569

the performance considerably as responses may570

not entail the persona of the speaker.571

7.2 Effect of Context Turns on Concept572

Representation573

Concept matching boosts the evaluation perfor-574

mance further. However, number of turns in the575

conversation history from which we mine the con-576

cepts influences the performances. It is evident577

from Figure 6 that most important concepts pertain-578

ing to the most relevant response will be present579

the recent conversation history.580

personas

my favorite color is blue .
I enjoy reading mysteries.
I have seven children.
I grew up on a large farm.

context

A: hello how are you today?
B: I am well. how are you?
A: I am doing great just got back from the beach
B: that is great. I live far from the beach.
A: I am very lucky we live beside the beach. what do you do for a living?
B: I keep busy with my seven children.
A: wow that much have taken some adjusting I teach kindergarten

golden
response

do you reach mysteries to your children ? they are my favorite type of novel .

BERT-CRA that must be a lot of work but very rewarding i bet

All do you reach mysteries to your children ? they are my favorite type of novel .

Table 4: Case study showing concept flow.

7.3 Case Study 581

Table 4 shows the efficacy of concept-encoding, 582

some times models fine-tuned on pretrained trans- 583

former models, like BERT-CRA tends to select a 584

more generic responses rather than paying attention 585

to the persona or specific keywords in the context. 586

In this example, our proposed model better per- 587

forms than BERT-CRA as it is conditioned on the 588

concepts. Specifically, concepts in the correct re- 589

sponse i.e "mysteries", "novel" relates to "reading 590

mysteries" concept in the persona and "your chil- 591

dren" relates to "teach kindergarten" in the context. 592

8 Conclusion 593

In this work, we propose a suite of novel fusion 594

strategies and concept-flow encoder, which lever- 595

ages emotion, entailment and concept information 596

of the utterances. These features are not only help- 597

ful in improving the performances of our models 598

but also provided key insights on certain aspects 599

of how a humans communicate with each other. 600

Though the techniques used in this paper is sim- 601

ple, it highlights the areas where response selection 602

often falters, like detecting contraction, deviation 603

from the concepts, etc. This work can be further 604

extended by improving the concept representations 605

using a graphical model. 606
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